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May 2017

Dear Waterton and Glacier Concession employees,
Welcome to Glacier and Waterton National Parks! One of the most profound truths
evident in these wilderness areas is the influence they have on our minds and spirits. It
is as if there is a haunting tune calling out to all who experience this special wilderness.
Why and how people are attracted? We’ve prepared this handbook to help you orient
visitors to the hotel, and to enhance your own experience in working here.
The Glacier Park Foundation, which created this handbook for you, is a citizens’
group primarily made up of former Glacier lodge employees. We have about 700
members, from all the lodges and from all eras. (Our oldest member, John Turner, drove
a red bus in 1936!)
We seek to promote the public interest in Glacier, with an emphasis on historic
preservation. We work cooperatively with Glacier Park, Inc., Xanterra, and the National
Park Service. All of our directors and officers serve on a volunteer basis.
We publish a membership journal called The Inside Trail, which features articles on
public affairs, Park history, and stories of Glacier. Past issues are posted on our web
site, www.glacierparkfoundation.org. We invite you to join us through the web site. (We
offer a complimentary annual membership to current Glacier employees.)
We look back with great pleasure on our summers in Glacier and cherish the lifelong
friendships we made there. We wish you a delightful summer!
Sincerely yours,
The Directors of the Glacier Park Foundation
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Introduction

“There’s something in the water here that calls us back to the mountains each spring,”
Bill Wanzer, Glacier pioneer.
Visitors to Glacier and Waterton National Parks have explored the valleys and slopes
for thousands of years. The first visitors were hunters and gatherers in search of food.
Life was hard in these mountainous regions, so visitors did not stay long, choosing to
build their encampments on the prairie in protected locations where they could find fuel
for fire and protection from the elements.
Indians who ventured into the mountains came from one more forms; either as
members of hunting expeditions searching for food, or as religious pilgrims in search of
their destinies. These mountains were spiritual places. American Indian myths are a rich
source of adventure and mountain legend.
However, when European influence arrived, the cultures of Plains Indians were
overwhelmed by a new set of values. Land use changed from one of reverence to one
of use. Land was to be owned and exploited rather than revered and respected. The
power of technology changed the face of the land and the minds of the people who
benefited from taming the wilderness.
Fortunately, parallel to this utilitarian set of values, a competing philosophy emerged
from the American experience. They were calls to protect and preserve wilderness.
People like John Muir fought to protect large natural areas. An important theme in their
message was the attraction felt by all who experienced the lure of wilderness.

People and Wilderness

We are part of a modern community. We live by a rule of law. We have the
responsibility to live within legal limits. Simply put, we are free to use but not to harm the
environment or endanger our fellow guests. Once we accept these rules, we also have
an immense amount of freedom to explore the environment and to live out our dreams.
One of the deepest messages in the fight to preserve wilderness is the impact it has
on minds and spirits. There is a haunting tune that calls out to all who visit wilderness.
Naturalist Sigurd Olson identified this call as the “Pipes of Pan”. It is a harmony that
beckons us to explore; to find answers in wild places. The music is strongest when we
are young but never totally fades away as we grow older. People who are drawn to visit
parks like Waterton and Glacier hear some level of this call.
Look at this calling from a physical perspective. For all but the past few thousand
years, we, as a species, were hunters and gatherers. To survive, we depended on our
personal physical strength and alert senses, instinctual responses. We are not that far
removed from the days of those instinctual responses built into our genes. Though we
no longer depend on them to survive, we are still attuned to the pulse of those ancient
rhythms.
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The impulses that draw us to wilderness areas are important clues to understand the
reasons millions of us flock to rugged country each year. Before the hotels were the
explorers, before them the hunters. Before them there was the open land. The key to
understanding personal connections with wilderness are the emotions these amazing
places draw from each of us. For those of us who visit or find employment in wild places
such as Waterton and Glacier National Parks, we are drawn by a “call of the wild.”
Wilderness is the land we could not tame. It is a symbol of the life force that has
driven us, as a species, to explore and achieve.

“We are all guests in National Parks”
We are all guests in National Parks. Some of us get to stay longer, but ultimately
we all must leave. Some of us (seasonal employees) get to stay especially long, but
ultimately we all must leave. Tourists stay for a few days. Employees get to stay for a
summer season.
When we cross the borders into National Parks, for a visit or for employment, “we
each become a part of that history.” You can talk about what you have experienced
in the hotels and on the trails. Most of the adventures of the parks’ early years are still
true of the parks today. The point is that people are drawn to these parks like “thirsty
creatures in search of water”. The impulses that draw us to wilderness areas are
important clues to understand the reasons why millions of us flock to rugged country
each year.
The keys to our connections to parks like Waterton and Glacier are in the emotions
these amazing places stir in us. Those of us who visit or find employment in such wild
places are drawn by this “call of the wilderness”. There is no better device for breaking
barriers between people than the disarming beauty of a mountain landscape. This bond
runs deeper than barriers of age, life experience, or social status.
When surrounded by grandeur, it is hard to focus on our own needs. The immensity
of nature overwhelms. We become small in a good way, a part of something larger
and grander than ourselves. When such feelings are put into perspective, it is hard
not to relate to shared levels of dreams and motivations we share with others in that
environment. We feel from our souls.
Love of wilderness is something we all share young and old, rich and poor, guest and
employee. For us, the lure of wilderness is the great equalizer. In the mountains, all who
hear the call of wilderness are equals!
Also, many of the people who visit our hotels are past park employees or returning
seasoned backcountry users. Instead of instructing people in the ways of your
concession, you just might find yourself become the listener, the one who learns as well
as instructs.
The youthful concession employee potentially shares the same deep feelings as the
elderly tour visitor. Bill Wanzer’s words take on a new meaning; “There’s something in
the water here that calls us back to the mountains each spring.”
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What you have in common with those fellow guests is a shared enthusiasm for the
place. It connects employees with tourists. “What we have to share are our stories”.
“Each of us has a story to tell.” There is something in the beauty and magic of
this grandeur that beckoned us to embrace the allure and experiences of these special
places. Call it the Pipes of Pan or another enchantment that draws us to our primitive
roots, its promises of adventure and wisdom.
What draws us to visit? What adventures do we share? Is our life better for the
experiences and memories we have shared with others? With every memory a story
accompanies it that is both personal and shared. These stories, when put side-by side,
tell a story of not only our personal growth but the value of the parks and special places
that evoke such responses.
“Our stories are important!” For those of us who visit, we cannot disconnect people
from the place. When a view or an experience touches us deeply, it is a clue to deep
connections we share with the land. Once we define the importance of these settings,
we can better understand what it means and what responsibilities we have to protect it
for the sake of future guests.
When we write down these experiences, we participate in the history of people in the
park! The Glacier/Waterton story is written every day. When we visit, we become part
of the Park History. Our stories merge with that of the land we visit. We remember, we
learn, we teach.

Congratulations! You are a Park Employees!
“As employees, you have responsibilities!” In exchange for the privilege of
spending an entire summer season in the parks, you accept responsibilities to meet the
needs of your fellow guests with excellent service and accurate information.
As a representative of a park concessioner, your job depends on how well you
perform your job duties. Both on and off the job, you are perceived as an authority on
the workings of your employers’ properties, able to help guests meet their needs both
inside the concession and within the parks’ boundaries. Your employee training will
prepare you to answer many of these questions. Both on and off the job, you are the
face of the concession operation.
“Know the limits of your knowledge.” If you are talking about a hotel or park event,
give your answer your best shot. If you are asked about how to reach a destination,
be honest in your response. Refer people to the best available sources for further
information.
When with guests, you are likely seen as “an expert”. Guests will believe what you tell
them. They may try to recreate some of your own experiences. After all, the exhilaration
of the mountains occasionally leads to poor choices. If the guests are too ambitious, not
in proper shape, without basic equipment or do not understand hidden dangers (sudden
storms, dangerous wildlife, or nearby cliffs), you may be placing them in danger.
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Be helpful when speaking of trail areas with facilities such as running water and
bathrooms/outhouses (front country areas).
Be cautious, especially when your advice takes them further away from roads into
backcountry areas. If a question is likely above your level of expertise, refer them to the
Park Service or other experienced people.
Note. If you feel guests are not up to a challenge, or you don’t know the answer
yourself, refer them to a more experienced person, another employee or the Park
Service for further guidance. If you don’t know much about the people with whom
you are talking, talk about experiences, not routes.
Learn to listen as well as give information, there is much you have to talk about with
your guests. There is much to learn, as well as share with your fellow guests.
“Know the difference between sharing enthusiasm and boasting.” If you make a
mistake because you are careless or inattentive, you learn from it and move on. If you
do harm another because of your bad advice, it becomes a consequence you must live
with.
IMPORTANT NPS INFORMATION. All backpackers must sign out with the National
Park Service. All off-trail explorers should also sign in with Park Service, or at the very
least, let people know their destination, route and approximate time of return.

Outside the Building: Advice for Guests wishing to explore
•

It is important to realize the limits of your knowledge and experience, as well as be
able to estimate the experience and fitness of the guest.

•

If a visitor has never spent time in your hotel, that suggests a certain level of basic
information.

•

If a person wants to hike, first find out what they have already done and how much
time they wish to spend on the trail.

•

If the questioners want to climb or otherwise go off-trail, it is probably best to suggest
they contact the Park Service for guidance, or consult an available user’s guide
available at hotels and Park Service offices.

•

If visitors wish to share information with you, this may be an opportunity to share
personal enthusiasm and make a friend. However, be cautious.

Always suggest “Basic Essential Trail Gear” to visiting guests.
•

light gloves,

•

bandana (for head or neck),

•

water and food (appropriate for the day and distance traveled), and

•

light jacket (for protection from cold and moisture).
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Storytelling as History: A Primer
Background

Our ancestors got their news by word of mouth from family, neighbors and people
passing through their village. Important stories were orally passed on from generation
to generation. Travel was difficult so news spread slowly out from its source. Permanent
records were preserved by some as wall drawings on smooth rock surfaces or in caves.
When writing was invented, important information was written down and protected in
great libraries. When paper was invented, it became easier to generate and protect
documents. With the advent of the printing press and later the computer, words became
portable.
Today, there is so much information available to us from so many sources that the art
of telling our own stories has all but disappeared. Information has become something
written somewhere else by someone who lives somewhere else.

An Adventure is worth re-telling
Each of us has a story to tell of what brought us to Glacier and Waterton Parks
and calls us to return. There is something in the beauty and magic of this wilderness
experience that beckoned us to embrace the adventures of these special places.
This is an arena where we can share our deepest feelings and share the joy and
delights experienced in these hallowed places. This is where we can share those stories
and anecdotes with our fellow guests and adventurers.
Explore those instincts, draw from their truths and tell your stories so that others may
benefit from your exhilaration, observations and insights. In the writing and telling our
stories we best understand the values this place has added to the quality of our lives.

Hiking Template
Keep track of your mountain adventures. (You may wish to use a Journal Template
like the one on the next page). Make the time to take notes. Be true to yourself, you
thoughts and your feelings.

Example Stories ...
Let me share some of the experiences and stories of employees who shared the
delights of endless summer days under these Northern Rocky skies.
Please feel free to use the contents of these stories as anecdotes or as part of
presentations. Whether you work with individuals, or large groups, or just read them for
your own enjoyment, use these as examples of true events that occurred prior to your
special moments in the Northern Rockies sun.
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HIKING JOURNAL
Date

Destination

Stories People Told
Weather Conditions

Companions
Route
Narrative

… deepest beauty … most interesting (people and events) … most frightening … most exciting
… most fun … most painful … shared moments … strongest emotions …
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SAMPLE VISITOR STORIES
from the pages of:

The “Inside Trail”

Journal of the Glacier Park Foundation
John Hagen and Rolf Larson, editors

“Glacier from the Inside Out”
by Ray Djuff and Chris Morrison

General Note. Each concession area has its own special “characters”
who help bring the varied personalities and charm of park areas to life.
Please share those times and individuals with your fellow employees
and park enthusiasts.

If you wish to share your writing:
The Glacier Park Foundation is always in search of
articles to publish in the “Inside Trail” journal.
This publication focuses on the lore and history of
Glacier National Park.We invite submission of historical,
scientic, or anecdotal articles, commentary, poetry, or
artwork for publication.
While working as an employee in Glacier or Waterton (or
as a visiting guest), take notes, write down your thoughts,
and insights. Share your experience with others who love
the beauty of this special wilderness.
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At GPL in the Flood of 1964
by Hugh Morgan (Glacier Park Lodge
1963-64; Many Glacier 1965, ‘67)
The fiftieth anniversary of the record
Montana Flood of 1964 arrives in
June, 2014. The damage has long
since been repaired. Insurance
claims are settled. Other disasters
have come and gone. But the images
of that time linger in the memories
of at least two 19-year-old Glacier
Park Lodge employees.
Becky Thacker and I made our way
north that year in late May or early
June as the University of Arizona
class year wound down. Glacier
Park’s winter-based Tucson staff was
making the same transition, all coming to prepare the lodge and the rest
of the park for summer visitors.
It was raining when we arrived, continuing to rain heavily for a number
of days. About the end of June’s first
week, the ground had become saturated and rivers had swollen to what
we’d call now 500-year-flood stage.
Reports arriving at the lodge included
word that the West Glacier bridge was
out at Highway 2, and that the Two
Medicine River had taken out the
bridge on route 49 between Glacier
Park Lodge and Kiowa Junction.
Many Glacier was isolated from Babb
by the loss of a bridge. Great Northern rail lines had been washed away in
several places west of East Glacier and
compromised to the east.
Glacier Park Lodge, still in the
opening stages, had no visitors, but
was accumulating refugees from
the immediate community -- some
flown in by helicopter. It was on
higher ground. Further uphill at the
lodge water supply, Cy Stevenson
and Howard Olson were working
to produce potable water after a
18 ☐ Fall 2013 ☐ The Inside Trail

primary line was washed away. (See
Glacier from the Inside Out, Chapter
8) Drinking water had become a
valuable commodity. In the dispensary, Becky, as a third-year nursing
student, was an acceptable volunteer to help administer vaccines to
prevent cholera or typhoid from the
contaminated water.
A favorite employee gathering place,
the fish hatchery, was washed away.
Rain kept us all indoors while our inner selves longed to hit the trails and
enjoy the usual blossoming spring
weather on our days off. So how
would normal return -- and when?

the limits of the grand hotel.
I was working the early morning shift as a houseman on lobby
cleanup when one JC (probably
concluding an all-nighter) stumbled
toward the stairway leading to the
men’s room on the floor below. He
was making a speech to no one in
particular referring to truth, beauty,
and the American way. As I collected barware and refuse, I watched
the fellow arrive at the stair top.

In one smooth movement, still holding his glass, he began a headlong
roll down the stairs. He staggered
to his feet again at the bottom, glass
still in his hand, and found his way
The time and dates are hazy now,
into the lavatory. I was more surbut I remember the arrival of the
first convention, a gathering of Mon- prised and amazed than worried.
But very shortly, I went downstairs
tana Junior Chamber of Commerce
to see how the guest was faring. At
(“JCs”) members and the beginning
one of the full-length urinals, he had
of the visitor season. A couple of
collapsed on the floor. I contacted
railway cars, arriving from the east,

We had survived the flood. We would
survive the guests. The old lodge still stood
tall on high ground, and eventually the water
supply would be reconnected, the gardens
would grow, and the sun would shine on
Glacier Park and Montana again.
were pushed onto a seldom-used
siding beside the East Glacier depot,
uncoupled and left. Out poured the
JCs, with their party already started
and the social hour well underway.
Up they walked along the soggy
grass and gardens from the station,
and settled into the lodge without
regard to circumstances or the hour
of the day. Considering the difficulties of the flood, the nonchalance of
the JCs was striking. Nothing bothered them! They met, they visited,
they drank, they slept -- they tested

others to help. I’m sure he survived.
That experience convinced me that
everything would be all right after
all. We had survived the flood. We
would survive the guests. The old
lodge still stood tall on high ground,
and eventually the water supply
would be reconnected, the gardens
would grow, and the sun would shine
on Glacier Park and Montana again.
(Hugh and Becky married in 1990
and live in retirement together near
Tucson, Arizona.)

Inside Trail, Winter 2006
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Hiking Adventure
in Glacier Park’s
Great Southern
Wilderness
CZ+PIO)BHFO .BOZ(MBDJFS


*OUIFIFBSUPG(MBDJFSTCBDLDPVOUSZ GVMMPG
IJTUPSZBOESPNBODFCVUTFMEPNWJTJUFE MJFTUIF
CFBVUJGVM/ZBDL7BMMFZ-JLF-PSJFOJOɧF-PSE
PGUIF3JOHT UIJTMPWFMZXPPEMBOEJTHJSEFE
BSPVOEPOBMMTJEFTCZXJMEFSOFTTBOEXBUFS FBT
JMZHMJNQTFEGSPNBGBSCVUBSEVPVTUPWJTJU
.PTU(MBDJFSWFUFSBOTIBWFWJFXFEUIF/ZBDL7BM
MFZGSPN64)JHIXBZ BDSPTTUIF.JEEMF'PSLPG
UIF'MBUIFBE3JWFS.BOZIBWFTUBSFEEPXOJOUPUIF
WBMMFZTVQQFSSFBDIFTGSPNUIFUSBJMCFUXFFO%BX
TPO1BTTBOE$VU#BOL1BTT#VUUIFWBMMFZJTTP
SFNPUFBOETPJTPMBUFEUIBUPOMZBIBOEGVMPGIJLFST
IBWFFWFSBDUVBMMZTFUGPPUUIFSF
)JTUPSZPGUIF/ZBDL7BMMFZ
*SPOJDBMMZ UIF/ZBDL7BMMFZXBTPOFPGUIFNBKPS
DPSSJEPSTGPSUSBWFMUISPVHIUIFSFHJPOJOCZHPOF
FSBT$VU#BOL1BTTXBTVTFECZ*OEJBOTDPVUTBOE
XBSQBSUJFTDSPTTJOHUIFNPVOUBJOTCZ#MBDLGFFU
SBJEJOHXFTUXBSEBOE,PPUFOBJTBOE4BMJTISBJEJOH
FBTUXBSE1JUBNBLJO 3VOOJOH&BHMF UIFMFHFOE
BSZ#MBDLGFFUXBSSJPSNBJE JTTBJEUPIBWFMFEXBS
QBSUJFTPWFSUIJTQBTTBOEEPXOUIF/ZBDL7BMMFZ

Hikers ford the Middle Fork of the Flathead River
with a rope to begin a trek through the isolated
Nyack Valley. (photo courtesy of John Hagen)
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FBTUXBSEUISPVHIUIF/ZBDL7BMMFZJO+VTU
BGFXNPOUITFBSMJFS :FMMPXTUPOF1BSLIBECFFO
FTUBCMJTIFEBTUIFQSPUPUZQF"NFSJDBOOBUJPOBMQBSL
3FE&BHMF1BTT XIJDIDPOOFDUTUIF/ZBDLBOE4U 7BO0STEBMFmSTUNBEFUIFQSPQPTBMUIBUUIF(MBDJFS
BSFBTIPVMECFiTFUBTJEFBTBOBUJPOBMQBSLw
.BSZ7BMMFZT BMTPXBTBMFHFOEBSZ*OEJBOUSBJM*O
 BGVSJPVTCBUUMFUPPLQMBDFUIFSFBT#MBDLGFFU
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14 ◆ Fall 2001 ◆ The Inside Trail
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 GFFU UIFIVCPGUIFWBM
MFZBOEUIFTFDPOEUBMMFTUNPVO
UBJOQFBLJOQSFTFOUEBZ(MBDJFS
1BSL

PSJHJO+BDL)PMUFSNBO BVUIPS
PGi1MBDF/BNFTPG(MBDJFS1BSL w
TVHHFTUTUIBUUIFOBNFNBZIBWF
CFFOCFTUPXFECZ%FMBXBSF
*OEJBOTDPVUTXIPBDDPNQBOJFE
FBSMZXIJUFFYQMPSFST

)JLJOHJOUPUIF/ZBDL7BMMFZ
)JLJOHJOUPUIF/ZBDL7BMMFZ
4PPOBGUFSUIFQBSLXBTGPVOE
FEJO BSBOHFSTUBUJPOXBT
JTBOBNQIJCJPVTBEWFOUVSFɨF
CVJMUDMPTFUPUIFNPVUIPG/ZBDL USBJMDSPTTFTNBOZGPSETXIJDI
SBOHFGSPNBOLMFEFFQUPUIJHI
$SFFLɨFOFBSFTUCSJEHFTPWFS
UIF.JEEMF'PSLXFSFNJMFTUPUIF EFFQ PSEFFQFS PGUFOPOTIBSQ
PSTMJQQFSZTUPOFT"XFMMQSF
FBTUBOEXFTUɨF1BSL4FSWJDF
VTFEBCBTLFUPOBXJSFBDSPTTUIF QBSFEIJLFSDBSSJFTBOPMEQBJSPG
.JEEMF'PSLBTBQSJNJUJWFNFBOT TIPFTXJUIHPPEUSFBETGPSVTFBU
UIFGPSET BOEDPOUJOVBMDIBOHFT
PGBDDFTTUPUIFTUBUJPO
PGGPPUXFBSSBOLXJUIPOFTTUSPO
"UTPNFQPJOUQSJPSUP 
HFTUNFNPSJFTPGUIFWBMMFZ
UIFOBNFi/ZBDLwCFDBNFBU
ɨFNPTUJNQPTJOHGPSEJT
UBDIFEUPUIFWBMMFZɨFXPSE
UIFmSTUPOF BDSPTTUIF.JEEMF
NFBOJOHiQPJOUwPSiDPSOFSw 
BQQBSFOUMZJTPG%FMBXBSF*OEJBO 'PSLPGUIF'MBUIFBEɨFSJWFS

JTCSPBE BCPVUBIVOESFEGFFU
BDSPTT BOENPWFTRVJUFTXJGUMZ
"UNJETVNNFS JUJTBCPVUUIJHI
EFFQ CVUDPOUBJOTTPNFEFFQFS
DIBOOFMTBOEIPMFTɨFCPUUPN
JTNBEFVQPGIFBQTPGTMJQQFSZ 
TIJGUJOHSPDLTXIJDIDBOBCSVQUMZ
QJUDIZPVPĊCBMBODFBOETPBLBMM
ZPVSHFBS
ɨFCFTUSPVUFGPSDSPTTJOH
UIFSJWFSDIBOHFTGSPNZFBSUP
ZFBS BTUIFTQSJOHnPPETTIJGUUIF
VOEFSXBUFSSPDLTBSPVOEɨF
8BMUPO3BOHFS4UBUJPOPGUFODBO
HJWFIJLFSTVTFGVMBEWJDFPOXIFSF
UPNBLFUIF/ZBDLGPSEɨF
HFOFSBMBSFBGPSDSPTTJOHJTUIF
PME/ZBDLWJMMBHFTJUF POBMBOF
XIJDIUVSOTPĊ)JHIXBZBCPWF
BIPSTFTIPFCFOEJOUIFTUSFBN
)BWJOHDSPTTFEUIF'MBUIFBE
BOEFOUFSFE(MBDJFS1BSL POF
RVJDLMZFODPVOUFSTUIF#PVOEBSZ
5SBJMXIJDIGPMMPXTUIFSJWFSCBOL
"GFXIVOESFEZBSETBMPOHJU 
POFSFBDIFTBTFDPOEGPSE BDSPTT
/ZBDL$SFFLɨFDSFFLJTTVC
TUBOUJBM BOEUIFGPSEBDSPTTJUJT
MJLFMZUPCFUIJHIEFFQ
8IJMFTJUUJOHPOUIFDSFFLCBOL
DIBOHJOHTIPFTJO *IBEB
SFNBSLBCMFXJMEMJGFFYQFSJFODF"
CBMEFBHMFHMJEFEEPXOUIFTUSFBN
BOEQBTTFEXJUIJOUFOGFFUPG
NZGBDF JUTXJOHTPVUTQSFBEBOE
OFBSMZNPUJPOMFTT SJEJOHUIFDVS
SFOUTPGUIFCSFF[F
+VTUCFZPOEUIFGPSE UIF
/ZBDL$SFFL5SBJMJOUFSTFDUTUIF
#PVOEBSZ5SBJMBOEQBTTFTVQ
TUSFBNJOUPUIFWBMMFZ0OFDBO
GPMMPXUIJTUSBJMGPSBGFXNJMFTJO
BOEPVUBTBMFJTVSFMZEBZIJLF PS
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John Hagen and Paul Hoff study the
cataracts near the mouth of Nyack
Creek in August 1979. (photo
courtesy of John Hagen)

Submit your own favorite
backcountry tale for an anthology on “Hiking in Glacier” in our Spring Issue.

DPOUJOVFGBSVQUIFDSFFL XIJDI
FYUFOETGPSNPSFUIBOUXFOUZ
NJMFT
ɧF/ZBDL$PBM$SFFL$JSDMF
*O mWF.BOZ(MBDJFS
FNQMPZFFTIJLFEUIFNJMF
/ZBDL$PBM$SFFL$JSDMFJO
UIFDPVSTFPGBTJOHMFEBZɨF
QBSUZJODMVEFE#BSC,BJTFS OPX
#VSDI XIPQSPCBCMZTFUBOBMM
UJNFXPNFOTEJTUBODFSFDPSEGPS
(MBDJFS1BSL 4UFWF#FSHFO 1BVM
)PĊ )FSWFZ4NJUI BOENF
8FTUBSUFEGSPN.BOZ(MBDJFS
BCPVUPDMPDLJOUIFNPSOJOH 
ESPWFUIFMPOHXJOEJOHSPVUF
EPXOUIFFBTUTJEFPGUIF1BSL 
DSPTTFE-PPLJOH(MBTT1BTT BOE
XFOUVQ)JHIXBZ8FSFBDIFE
UIFPME/ZBDLUPXOTJUFBUTVOVQ 
BOETDPVUFEUIFSJWFSCBOLGPSUIF
GPSEɨF8BMUPOSBOHFSTJOGPS
NBUJPOIBEOPUCFFOQSFDJTF BOE
FWFSZSPVUFBDSPTTUIF.JEEMF
'PSLTFFNFEUPCFNBSLFECZ
IPMFTPSDIBOOFMTPGEFFQCMVF
XBUFS
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8FIBECSPVHIUBIVOESFE
GPPUSPQFBMPOH BOE*UJFEPOF
FOEUPNZXBJTUBOETQMBTIFE
BDSPTTBUUIFMJLFMJFTUMPPLJOH
QPJOUɨFEFFQFTUDIBOOFMTXFSF
IJQEFFQ BOEUIFDVSSFOUXBT
TUSPOH CVU*CBSFMZNBOBHFEUP
BWPJETMJQQJOHPOUIFSPDLTBOE
CFJOHQJUDIFEJOPWFSNZIFBE
8JUIUIFSPQFJOQMBDF UIFSFTUPG
UIFQBSUZXBTBCMFUPXBEFBDSPTT
NPSFTFDVSFMZ IPMEJOHPOUPJUBT
BHVJEF
8FDSPTTFEUIFTFDPOEGPSE
BOETUBSUFEVQUIF/ZBDL7BMMFZ
5SBJMɨFDSFFLnPXTUISPVHI
TFWFSBMJNQSFTTJWFEFFQHPSHFT 
XJUIXBUFSGSPUIJOHJOUPSSFOUT
BOEDBUBSBDUT"CFBVUJGVMNJTU
SPTFPWFSUIFTFHPSHFTJOUIFMJHIU
PGUIFSJTJOHTVO
"TUIFNPSOJOHESFXPO XF
QBTTFEɨSFFUPQT.PVOUBJOBOE
ɨSFFTVOT.PVOUBJOBOECFHBO
UPDJSDMF.PVOU4UJNTPO4UJN
TPOSJTFTNPSFUIBO WFSUJ
DBMGFFUGSPNUIFWBMMFZnPPS 

BOEEJTQMBZTJNQSFTTJWFUJFSTPG
DMJĊT*XBTSFNJOEFEPG(PSEPO
&EXBSETTUPSZ JOi"$MJNCFST
(VJEFUP(MBDJFS/BUJPOBM1BSLw 
PGDMJNCJOHEPXO4UJNTPOBU
OJHIUXJUIPVUBnBTIMJHIU iGFFMJOH
PVSXBZEPXOUIFDMJĊTw
8FBUFPVSMVODIBOEDPOUJO
VFEPO DIBOHJOHTIPFTJODFTTBOU
MZUPNBLFBTFSJFTPGWFYBUJPVT
GPSETɨFUSBJMXPVMEDSPTTUIF
DSFFLBOEUIFOQFSWFSTFMZDSPTT
JUCBDLBHBJOXJUIJOUIFTQBDFPG
BGFXIVOESFEZBSET8FQBTTFE
UIFTJUFXIFSFUIFPME3FE&BHMF
1BTTUSBJMVTFEUPCSBODIPĊUP
4U.BSZɨFUSBJMXBTMBSHFMZ
XBTIFEPVUEVSJOHUIFnPPEPG
 BOEJTDIPLFEXJUICSVTI
BOEUSFNFOEPVTEFBEGBMMT*U
MPPLFEGPSCJEEJOHMZPWFSHSPXO 
BOE*GFMUBXJTUGVMUXJOHFPG
SFHSFUBUUIFMPTTPGUIJTIJTUPSJD
USBJM
ɨFBGUFSOPPOCFDBNFEFOTFMZ
PWFSDBTUBTXFQBTTFEUIF$VU
#BOL1BTTUSBJMKVODUJPOBOE
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Dinner on Surprise Pass in August
1979. Clockwise from left: Steve
Bergen, Paul Hoff, John Hagen,
Hervey Smith, Barb Kaiser.
(photo courtesy of John Hagen)

JOHIJTEJOOFSPWFSBDIFFSZmSF 
BOEQSFTTFEPOJOUPUIFHBUIFSJOH
EBSL

ɨFmMNIFMEPVSCPEZIFBUBOE
BMMPXFEVTUPTMFFQRVJUFDPNGPSU
BCMZVOUJMEBXO

8FSFBDIFEUIFSJWFSCBOL
BCPVUPDMPDLɨFOJHIUXBT
JOLZCMBDLɨFSJWFSXBTnPX
JOHTXJGUMZVOEFSUIFCSBODIFTPG
HSFBUDPUUPOXPPEUSFFTɨFGPSE
UIFSFUIF$PBM$SFFL'PSE
XBTVOGBNJMJBSUPVT BOEXFXFSF
DPODFSOFEUIBUJUNJHIUDPOUBJO
8FBUFBIBTUZNFBMPOUIFQBTT EFFQIPMFTJOUPXIJDIBQFSTPO
DPVMETMJQBOECFTXFQUBXBZ
BOEDPOUJOVFEEPXOUIF$PBM
$SFFL7BMMFZɨF$PBM$SFFL
8FEFDJEFEUIFQSVEFOUDPVSTF
USBJMQBTTFTVOEFSNBOZESBNBUJD
XBTUPCJWPVBDPOUIFSJWFSCBOL
DMJĊTBOETQJSFT JODMVEJOH.PVOU
BOEUIFOUPNBLFUIFDSPTTJOHBU
4U/JDIPMBT GBNPVTMZUIFNPTU
mSTUMJHIU8FIBECSPVHIUBMPOH
EBOHFSPVTDMJNCJOUIF1BSL 
TQBDFCMBOLFUTMJHIUXFJHIU
#BUUMFNFOU.PVOUBJO 1FSJM1FBL 
TIFFUTPGBMVNJOJ[FEQPMZFTUFS
$BQFS1FBL .U%PPEZ BOEUIF
mMNUIBUDPNFJOBQBDLBHFUIF
$MPVEDSPGU1FBLT
TJ[FPGBCJMMGPMECVUDBODPWFS
"4QBDF#MBOLFU#JWPVBD
BOBEVMU8FXSBQQFEPVSTFMWFT
ɨFFOEMFTTGPSEJOHIBEQVUVT TOVHMZJOUIFTFCMBOLFUTBOEXFOU
UPTMFFQJOUIFEFXZHSBTTɨF
CFIJOEPVSQSPKFDUFETDIFEVMF
8FXFSFCFOJHIUFETFWFSBMNJMFT OJHIUXBTDPME BOEXJUIPVUUIF
CMBOLFUTXFXPVMEIBWFCFFO
TIPSUPGUIF'MBUIFBE3JWFS8F
QBTTFEBQBUSPMDBCJOJOXIJDIB
VOBCMFUPTMFFQ CVUUIFTQBDF
BHFUFDIOPMPHZQSPWFEJUTXPSUI
CBDLDPVOUSZSBOHFSXBTQSFQBS

"UEBZCSFBLXFDSPTTFEUIF
$PBM$SFFL'PSE XIJDIQSPWFE
UPCFWFSZHFOUMFBOETIBMMPX
8FBMMIBESBWFOPVTBQQFUJUFT
BGUFSUSFLLJOHUIFQSFWJPVTEBZ
POBEJFUPGUSBJMNJY DBOEZCBST
BOECFFGKFSLZ8FXBMLFEEPXO
)JHIXBZUPUIF4UBOUPO$SFFL
-PEHF XIFSFXFBUFBOFOPSNPVT
CSFBLGBTUPNFMFUT NPVOUBJOT
PGIBTICSPXOT BOETBVTBHF

SPVOEFECBDLTPVUIXBSEBOE
XFTUXBSE8FDMJNCFEVQ
UISPVHIGPSFTUBOEVOEFSCSVTI
PWFSUIFXPPEFEIVNQDBMMFE
4VSQSJTF1BTTɨSPVHIUIJTTUBHF
PGUIFIJLFXFXFSFQBSUJDVMBSMZ
WJHJMBOUBOEWPDBM TJODFJOUIBU
FSB4VSQSJTF1BTTXBTVTFEBTB
SFMFBTFQPJOUGPSCFBSTXIJDIIBE
NJTCFIBWFEBOECFFOUSBQQFE
FMTFXIFSFJOUIF1BSL

"GUFSCSFBLGBTU UXPPGVT
KPHHFEmWFNJMFTEPXOUIFSPBE
UPUIF/ZBDLGPSEUPSFUSJFWFUIF
DBSUIBUXFIBEMFGUUIFSF8F
ESPWFCBDLUP.BOZ(MBDJFSHSBUF
GVMGPSUIJTQJDUVSFTRVFBEWFOUVSF
POPOFPGUIFXJMEFTUUSBJMTJOUIF
1BSL
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A	
 Night	
 on	
 Chief	
 Mountain
Chief	
 Mountain	
 (photo	
 courtesy	
 of	
 Bret	
 Bouda)

#Z%PO-PFćFS (MBDJFS1BSL-PEHF 
4VO$BNQ .BOZ(MBDJFS 

ɨFNZTUFSJFTTVSSPVOEJOH$IJFG
.PVOUBJOIBWFCFFOFOPVHIUPBU
USBDUNPVOUBJOFFSTGPSNBOZZFBST
CJTPOTLVMMT FUD 'JSTUPGBMM JUT
MPDBUJPOPOUIFFBTUFSOFEHFPGUIF
GSPOUBOEJUTJNQPTJOHTIBQFBOEJTP
MBUJPONBLFJUXPSUIZPGFYQMPSBUJPO

0VSTUPSZTUBSUTXJUIBKFFQSJEF
GSPN.BOZ(MBDJFS)PUFMVQPWFS
BOPWFSHSPXOUSVDLUSBJMUPUIFTMPQF
PGUIFNPVOUBJOTTPVUITJEF0VS
SPVUFGPMMPXFEBOBMNPTUESZDSFFL
CFE0UBUTP$SFFLUPXJUIJOUISFF
NJMFTPGUIFQFBL"UUIJTQPJOU 

TMPQF4PNFPGUIFTFXFSFUIFTJ[FPG
BUXPTUPSZIPVTF8FDMJNCFEPOF
PGUIFTFNPOTUFSTUPDIBSUVQXBSE
QSPHSFTT
8FmHVSFEPVUUIFTBGFTUXBZUP
XPSLPVSXBZVQUPUIFSJEHFDPO

We	
 then	
 discovered	
 that	
 what	
 appeared	
 to	
 be	
 
a	
 simple	
 summit	
 ridge	
 was	
 actually	
 a	
 series	
 of	
 
closely	
 spaced	
 serracs.	
 .	
 .	
 .	
 	
 We	
 had	
 planned	
 
to	
 get	
 to	
 the	
 summit	
 ridge	
 and	
 merrily	
 skip	
 
along	
 a	
 sidewalk	
 in	
 the	
 sky	
 -	
 but	
 the	
 mountain	
 
responded:	
 “Not	
 so	
 fast!”

ɨJTIBTCFFOUIFDBTFHPJOHCBDLUP
UIFMBUFTXIFOJUmSTUBQQFBSFE
POFBSMZ&OHMJTINBQTJEFOUJmFE
BT,JOH.PVOUBJO*UTOBNFXBT
DIBOHFEUP$IJFGPVUPGSFTQFDUGPS
UIF#MBDLGFFU*OEJBOUSJCFTXIPMJWFE
XFESPWFPVSKFFQJOUPTPNFCVTIFT
JOUIFBSFB
BOEDPWFSFEJUXJUICSBODIFTUPIJEF
7JTJCMFGPSBIVOESFENJMFTBXBZ 
JUTFYJTUFODF ɨPVHIOPXUIBU*
UIJTTQFDUBDVMBSNPOPMJUITUBOETPVU UIJOLBCPVUJU XIPXBTHPJOHUPCF
GSPNUIFSFTUPGUIFMBOETDBQFXJUI
XBOEFSJOHBCPVUVQUIFSFMPPLJOH
JUTWFSUJDBMTJEFTBOEnBUUPQTVNNJU GPSTPNFUIJOHUPTUFBM
SJEHF*UJTBQFSGFDUHFPMPHJDBMBCFS
8FFODPVOUFSFEBWFSZMBSHFCPVM
SBUJPOFYIJCJUJOHUIFNJHIUZ-FXJT
EFSmFMEXJUINBTTJWFDIVOLTPG
0WFSUISVTUɨJTNBLFTJUBMMUIF
MJNFTUPOFUIBUIBETFQBSBUFEGSPN
NPSFJOUSJHVJOHUPDMJNCFST
UIFNPVOUBJOBOESPMMFEEPXOUIF

OFDUJOH$IJFG /JOBLJ BOE1BQPPTF
ɨFJEFOUJUJFTPGUIPTFQFBLTXFSF
PCWJPVTDPOTJEFSJOHUIFJSTJ[FBOE
MPDBUJPO /JOBLJXBTDBMMFE4RVBX
JOFBSMJFSEBZT
0ODFXFSFBDIFEUIJTSJEHF JUXBT
BOFBTZIJLFUPUIFOPSUIFBTUUPUIF
CMPDLPGUIFNPVOUBJOJUTFMG8F
UIFOEJTDPWFSFEUIBUXIBUBQQFBSFE
UPCFBTJNQMFTVNNJUSJEHFXBT
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(Continued	
 from	
 previous	
 page)
BDUVBMMZBTFSJFTPGDMPTFMZTQBDFETFS
SBDTGSFFTUBOEJOHDPMVNOTBCPVU
UFOUPUXFOUZGFFUBQBSUɨFJSUPQT
XFSFBMMBUUIFTBNFFMFWBUJPO NBL
JOHUIFNBQQFBSUPCFDPOOFDUFE
8FIBEQMBOOFEUPHFUUPUIFTVN

XJUIBOPDDBTJPOBMMJHIUOJOHnBTI
5JNFUPHFUEPXOGSPNPVSQFSDIVQ
JOUIFTLZɨFTFUISFBUFOJOHTUPSN
DMPVETXFSFNPWJOHJOPOVTWFSZ
GBTU8IBUUPEP 5BLFBDIBODF
POBSBQJEEFTDFOUPSTUBZQVUBOE

We	
 spent	
 a	
 strange	
 night	
 on	
 the	
 mountaintop,	
 
full	
 of	
 thunder	
 and	
 St.	
 Elmo’s	
 ﬁre	
 dancing	
 off	
 
everything	
 metal	
 that	
 we	
 had	
 gathered	
 together.	
 	
 

NPVOUBJO UBLJOHFYUSBQSFDBVUJPOT
UPBWPJEUIFMJUUMFJDFQPDLFUTUIBU
IBEOPUZFUNFMUFEBXBZ"GUFSB
DPVQMFPGGBMTFMFBET XFDSPTTFEUIF
MBSHFTDSFFTMPQFBUUIFCPUUPNPGUIF
NPOPMJUI8FTUJMMIBEUPmOEPVS
XBZUISPVHIBGFXTDSFFTMPQFTUIBU
FOEFEXJUITUFFQMJUUMFDMJĊT/PSFBM
QSPCMFNTUIFSF

ɨFXPSE)*-50/XBTVUUFSFE
SFHBSEJOHGVUVSFOJHIUTMPEHJOHTBT
XFSFUVSOFEIPNFJOUIF+FFQ8F
IVOLFSEPXOBHBJOTUUIFPODPNJOH HPUCBDLUP.BOZ(MBDJFS)PUFMKVTU
NJUSJEHFBOENFSSJMZTLJQBMPOHB
XFBUIFS ɨFWJTJCJMJUZXBTESPQQJOH JOUJNFGPSEJOOFS
TJEFXBMLJOUIFTLZCVUUIFNPVO
GBTUBOEUIFMJHIUSBJOXBTUVSOJOHUP
UBJOSFTQPOEFEi/PUTPGBTUw
ɨFTFDUJPOPGUIFNPVOUBJOPO
JDFDSZTUBMT"GUFSTPNFEJTDVTTJPO 
8FDPVMEOPUMPDBUFBDBJSOUPJO
XFVOBOJNPVTMZBHSFFEUIBUXFNVTU XIJDIXFCJWPVBDLFEXBTJODMVEFE
EJDBUFUIFUSVFIJHIQPJOUPG$IJFG
JOUIFHSFBUSPDLBWBMBODIFPG"V
TUBZQVU
.PVOUBJO)PXFWFS XFEJEEJTDPWFS
HVTU ɨFBWBMBODIFQFFMFEPĊ
8FTQFOUBTUSBOHFOJHIUPOUIF
BOJOUFSFTUJOHBSUJGBDU8FGPVOEBO
BTFDUJPOPGUIFOPSUIFBTUGBDFFTUJ
NPVOUBJOUPQ GVMMPGUIVOEFSBOE
PMEXFBUIFSFEHPMGUFFXIFSFTPNF
NBUFEBUBCPVUPOFIVOESFEUIPV
FOUFSQSJTJOHEVĊFSQSPCBCMZTFUBOFX 4U&MNPTmSFEBODJOHPĊFWFSZUIJOH TBOEUPOTɨFSPBSDPVMECFIFBSE
NFUBMUIBUXFIBEHBUIFSFEUPHFUIFS GSPN-BLF.D%POBMEUP$BSETUPO 
XPSMETSFDPSEGPSUIFMPOHFTUESJWF
ɨFTVOmOBMMZDBNFVQCSJHIUBOE
"MCFSUBɨFSPDLPGUIFFOUJSF
"CPVUQNXFOPUJDFETPNFEJT
DMFBS8FTUBSUFEPVSXBZEPXOUIF NPVOUBJOJTMJLFBHJBOUEFDLPGDBSET
UVSCJOHMZEBSLDMPVET JMMVNJOBUFE
XJUI&M%JBCMPEPJOHUIFEFBMJOH

Mountaineers’	
 Departure:	
 The	
 Chief	
 Mountain	
 climbing	
 party	
 assembles	
 outside	
 the	
 
dormitory	
 at	
 Many	
 Glacier.	
 	
 Left	
 to	
 right:	
 Steve	
 Farbotnik	
 (Philadelphia),	
 John	
 Arthun	
 
(Norway),	
 Don	
 Loeffler	
 (Minnesota),	
 Al	
 Jurciukonis	
 (Philadelphia),	
 unknown,	
 Joe	
 Obenski	
 
(Doylestown,	
 Pa.).	
 	
 Don’s	
 future	
 wife	
 Barbara	
 Burrets	
 is	
 in	
 the	
 background	
 at	
 left.	
 	
 (photo	
 
courtesy	
 of	
 Don	
 Loeffler)
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Inside Trail, Fall 2009
Lake McDonald Memories

The people, the place,
the magic ticket that
brought us there.
By Mary (Bigelow) Connelly (Lake
McDonald Lodge 1952-53)
In 1952, I was taking a summer class
at the College of St. Catherine in St.
Paul, where I was earning a degree
in education. Towards the end of the
class my friend, Fran, asked me if I
would like to work at Glacier National Park with her for the last half
of the summer season.
I don’t know what Fran’s connection
was to the Park, but she got jobs for
my sister Ann and me. We did not
have to go through the ordinary application process. On July 26, Fran,
Ann, and I boarded the train called
The Western Star at St. Paul’s Great
Northern Depot.
22 ☐ Winter 2015 ☐ The Inside Trail
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(photos courtesy of Mary
(Bigelow) Connelly.)

Ann and I were assigned to the
laundry at Lake McDonald Lodge,
while Fran worked at a different
hotel. We had never traveled outside
of the Twin Cities in Minnesota, so
we were very excited about this new
adventure.

was to take the sheets that had just
been washed and feed them into a
series of metal rollers. These rollers
were several feet long and about a
foot in diameter. They were very hot,
and if you touched them you would
get burned. We would feed the wet
sheets into the rollers, and they
would exit dry and pressed.

The laundry was in a separate building away from the lodge. Our job

We had so much fun working in the
laundry! It was very hot and steamy,

[M]y friend, Fran, asked me if I would like to
work at Glacier National Park with her . . . . I
don’t know what Fran’s connection was to the
Park, but she got jobs for my sister Ann and me.

Page 21
and the work was hard, but we found
ways to make it fun. The people on
the other side of the rollers would
fold the clean linens. For a laugh, my
sister and I would feed the bed sheets
into the rollers all scrunched up, just
to watch the reaction of the people
folding on the other side!
I remember taking cat naps during
our morning break. I was so tired
because we would stay up late partying some nights. I had no problem
sleeping deeply for 10 or15 minutes
on the folding tables in the laundry
and then getting back to work.
We spent a lot of our free time exploring Glacier Park. We would often go
on long hikes to St. Mary Lake and
to Many Glacier, taking the Garden
Wall trail. The trails were very narrow in places with a long fall if you
stumbled. When we were too tired to
hike anymore, we could always get a
ride home from the “gearjammers”
who drove the Park’s red buses.

My sister and I came back to work at
Lake McDonald in 1953 as waitresses. We were all young and trim,
because waitressing involved a lot of
walking and lifting. The serving trays
were huge and carried five plates full
of food. We would carry them shoulder high through the dining room
on one hand. When we arrived at a
table we would swing the tray down
to a nearby service table. You were
very fit by the time you left that job!
The kitchen was crowded, but the
process there was streamlined. I
remember a neat contraption that
was used to cook eggs for breakfast.
It had a series of metal cups that
dipped into boiling water to soft-boil
or hard-boil the eggs.
We had a quintet of professional
musicians in the dining room for the
evening meal. They played classical music with string instruments
(piano, violin, bass, cello). It was

beautiful to hear that music as we
worked.
One time I served a family with a
daughter who was trying to decide
where to go for college. They asked
me where I went and I told them
that I attended St. Catherine’s. I later
found out that she decided to go
there in part because of our conversation, and we ultimately became
friends.
The vivid memories of my time at
Glacier show how much the experience meant to me. Prior to working
there I had been so wrapped up in
my studies that I didn’t have much
time for fun. Although the work
was hard, there was plenty of time
to hike in the Park and spend time
with other workers from all over the
world. It has been over 60 years since
I worked at Glacier, and I still cherish the memories. I can almost smell
the air perfumed with the fragrance
of the outdoors!

It has been over 60 years since I worked at
Glacier, and I still cherish the memories. I
can almost smell the air perfumed with the
fragrance of the outdoors!
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